8 days – 7 nights

2 nights Istanbul
4 nights Antalya
one night Istanbul
first day
Company representative
Will be waiting for you after taking your bags at the arrivals gate. He will be
holding a board with your name written in Arabic and English on it. And drive you
to your hotel in Istanbul
Second day
A tour in the old city of Istanbul,
The company car will be waiting for you to take you on a trip to the most
beautiful areas of the old Istanbul : Sultan Ahmed Mosque , Islamic Museum , the
Aya Sophia Museum, Covered Market\ Grand Bazar and the famous beautiful
garden Gulhane until evening then return to the hotel.
Third day
Go to the city of Antalya check in the hotel and rest for the rest of the day.
Fourth day
Tour in the city of Tirmis + Dodun Waterfalls
The Tirmis city is one of the best old cities preserved in Turkey , it is hidden with
plants and wild forests pine trees , for its distinct climate , after visiting those
ancient city you will have lunch in one of the class restaurants then head to the
charming donna Falls , set of waterfalls on donna River. Located from the city
center 30-45 minutes away , And it is a beautiful place and wonderful its based
around a series of parks and places for trips and contain restaurants , cafes after
that you go to the hotel to rest .

Fifth day
Aqua land trip and Dolphin land.
Aqua land : Located near the Ataturk Cultural Park
At the beginning of Konyaaltı Beach At the opposite end of the Water Museum of
Antalya .Aqua land: offers all the comforts and fun and includes many of pools for
children and adults also, the city include health center care and many restaurants
and cafes.
DolphinaLand: Located next to the water park in Koniely where the most beautiful
dolphins shows and you have the opportunity to swim with dolphins.
Sixth day
Tahtali tour to Mount Olympus by Chairlifts
You will go to Tcrawfa – Kamer area, which lies 60 km from the city of Antalya,
where the Chairlifts Olympus kicks off from there to Mount Tahtali summit trip
takes about 10 minutes in a comfortable vehicle can accommodate up to 80
people has been designed and manufactured in Switzerland top of the mountain
has a cafe and a restaurant and shops for the sale of souvenir.
Seven day
Back to Istanbul and spend the rest of the day to comfort.
Eighth day
a car will be waiting for you to drive you to the airport to return to your country
with Happiness and joy Carrying the most beautiful memories

